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Abstract—This paper gives you a detail idea of a method of classification of image by combining wavelet transform and neural network. Our main objective in this work is to get an optimal approach of classification by combining wavelet transform and neural network. The proposed scheme for successful classification is combination of a wavelet domain feature extractor and back propagation neural networks (BPNN) classifier. This new approach of classification of image is based on the texture, information of colour and shape. For achieve a suitable way for classification of image here we first use wavelet transform which will go off our main image into sub image and after that this decomposed image are in turn analyzed and the image features are extracted. In this proposed method of image classification first we divide all given image into six parts. For obtaining the required information from each part of the given divided image we use first order movements of colour and daubechies 4 types of wavelet transform. This proposed method for classification of image is fully based on back propagation neural network (BPNN). The highly adaptive and parallel processing ability of back propagation neural network make it widely used classifiers. The RGB colour movement and decomposition coefficient which obtained from each highly adaptive and parallel processing ability of back propagation neural network make it widely used classifiers. The RGB colour movement and decomposition coefficient which obtained from each parts of image by using wavelet decomposer is used as input vector for neural network. 170 aircraft colour image were used for training and 200 for testing. Resulting data having 98% and 90% efficiency for training and testing respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The easiest way to do this is simply to download the template, and replace the content with your own material. Multi class image classification plays an important role in many computer vision applications such as biomedical image processing, automated visual inspection, content based image retrieval, and remote sensing applications. Image classification algorithms can be designed by finding essential features which have strong discriminating power, and training the classifier to classify the image. But particularly it is very difficult to classify given image from a data base by using traditional machine learning algorithms because of high number of images and many details that describe an image. Due to this reason traditional machine is unsuitable for classification of an image from given database. Another disadvantage of this traditional machine is that is taking a very long time for classification. Previous image storing systems like QBIC and Visual SEEK which is also based on colour information, texture, or shape features limit classification mechanism to describe an image.

One of the most powerful methods for retrieval, reorganisation and classification of images is based on Neural Networks. Our Images in this paper consist of 35,000 RGB pixels. For suitable classification we refused this original image which consisting of 35,000 pixel. Because if we use such an image as a input to neural network the input unit of neural network are going to increase and this increased input unit directly increase the size of Neural Network. Due to the large number of image for classification the input unit for NN is very high, perfectly understanding and learning such NN without a lot of effort is not practically possible. For handling this difficulty, proposed image classification system refers a most powerful pre processing steps which successfully reduce the information of existing image. Now we can use this new reduced set of information as input to NN.
Fig. 1: Six categories of plane for classification. (1) Commercial plane in land, (2) commercial plane in air, (3) war plane in land, (4) war plane in air, (5) Helicopter in land, and (Class6) helicopter in air.

So many types of technique are used for pre processing steps but most powerful method for describe pre processing steps is based on wavelet transform. In present day wavelet transform is widely used and most popular method which takes given image, analysis this image and gives information about texture and shape from given image. Information about the colour movement is used as a first input for NN and a second input is a Deubechies transform of wavelet is used for NN. Final step of classification is base on back propagation neural network (BPNN) with one hidden layer. In this paper we determine an aircraft photo which present in any one category out of six categories of aircraft which show in figure 1.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we describe about previous works for classification of image was based on wavelet transform and neural network. In this previous work back propagation neural network was based on Harr wavelet transform for classification of 600 image (image for testing is 300 and image for training is 300). 81.7% efficiency is recorded for training and efficiency for testing was 79.6%. In our proposed method we use a Daubechies wavelet transform in place of Harr for increasing classification efficiency 98% (for training) and 90% (testing) respectively. Our proposed method is based on deubechies wavelet transform with back propagation neural network.

III. COLOUR MOMENT

Colour moments are measures that can be used differentiate images based on their features of colour. Once calculated, these moments provide a measurement for colour similarity between images. These values of similarity can then be compared to the values of images indexed in a database for tasks like image retrieval. Sticker and Orengo use three central moments of an image retrieving. They are Mean (first order), Standard deviation (second order) and Skewness (third order). Here we use Mean (first order colour moment) as input of a neural network.

IV. WAVELET TRANSFORM

A number of classification techniques based on spectral data representation are available. These methods provide appropriate results but require a lot of computation. On the other hand, wavelet transform is a well-known tool for signal/image analysis. It provides a time–frequency representation of the data as well. In this paper, we propose to solve the feature extraction problem by the use of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) expecting to obtain good image retrieval results at a low computational cost. Varying window size which is the main advantage of wavelets transform, being narrow for the fast ones and wide for slow frequencies, thus leading to an optimal time frequency resolution in all the frequency ranges. Recursive filtering is involves for computation of the wavelet transform of a 2D signal. In this recursive filtering the signal, At each level the rows and columns of an image are processed separately and down sampled by a factor of 2 in each direction, resulting in one low pass image LL and three detail images HL, LH, and HH. The one-level decomposition is show in Figure 2(a). Low horizontal frequency information of an image is present in LH channel and HL channel contain information about high vertical frequency, and the HH channel contains high horizontal and high vertical frequencies. The frequency decomposition is shown in Figure 2(b)

V. PROPOSED METHOD

Our goal is classification of an image from a large data base by using the information of shape and colour. For obtaining mention goal we use wavelet transform (first order colour moment) and neural networks there are so many types of neural network method are available for image classification. One is Back propagation neural network. Our proposed paper is based on Back propagation Neural network (BPNN) with one hidden layer. This method is most widely used neural network and very practical in image classification. The first step of our work is to define the number of input for neural network. The pixel size is 700*500 hence number of input unit is very large for neural network so first by using down sampling we reduce the image size and convert 700*500 pixels image into 256*256 pixel. Now convert our new reduced image into three primary colour bands (RGB). in next step we get six equal parts of 128*128 pixel from each colour band. We get a input for neural network in following steps by using this six parts of each band.

1. We first calculate Mean (first order colour moment) from six parts of each R, G, B band and get 18 inputs. This 18 input contain perfect colour information of an image and use as neural network input.
2. In 2nd step a well-defined db4 wavelet transformation is used for getting horizontal vertical and diagonal detail of six decomposed part of each primary R, G, B band. which gives 72 input for neural network(24 input from each six parts). This 72 neural network input consist of information about texture and shape of given image.
3) In 3rd step we get the information about the energy of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal components of each three R, G, and B primary component. In this third step we get 9 more neural network input, 3 from each band. At the end we get total 99 input unit for neural network.

VI. ARCHITECTURE OF NEURAL NETWORK

The neural network node provides a variety of feed forward networks that are commonly called back propagation networks. Back-propagation refers to the method for computing the error gradient for a feed-forward network, a straightforward application of the chain rule of elementary calculus. Back propagation refers to various training methods that use back-propagation to compute the gradient. By further extension, a back-propagation network is a feed-forward network trained by any of various gradient-descent techniques. There are numerous algorithms available for training neural network models; most of them can be viewed as a straightforward application of optimization theory and statistical estimation.

In our proposed method a back propagation neural network for classification is used with one hidden. This back propagation method consist of 90 input unit which is from x=1 to x=90 and also consist of 64 hidden unit and y1 to y6 which is six output unit. The proposed architecture of Neural Network is show in Figure 6.2.

![Fig. 3: Proposed method for Neural Network](image-url)
 VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

These parts of paper show the testing outcomes of described method. 250 colour aircrafts image is select for testing purpose and 150 aircraft image is use for training. This entire image is taken from. The best efficiency of 98%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Image Number</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing Image Number</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification percentage (%)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison Chart

 VIII. CONCLUSION

In my research paper we observe that in image implementation from a large data base by using wavelet transform and back propagation Neural network (BPNN). The input is generated by using colour moment, entropy, and wavelet transform .finally we get 96% efficiency for training set and 94 % efficiency for testing set of data.
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